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Abstract 

"Murky Colors" is an expansive 47-minute multi-narrative, single channel video derived 

from the artist's father, Menjin Wei's suspense-spy novel of the same name.  Collaged 

together documentary and appropriative strategies explore the personal and political 

processes at work in adapting Menjin's made-for-Hollywood story. 

Appendix A is the research paper written in FPA 812, and consists of two parts: an 

introduction to, and a chapter from a hypothetical book written in the context of the 

MFA's malleable framework of interdisciplinary-academic practice.  This meta-text 

combines the personal – in the form of transcribed conversations and narrative 

fragments centered around the making of "Murky Colors", with the political – in the form 

of a historical exploration of Hollywood Classical Realism and its avant-garde 

counterpart, video art.  While the introduction conceptualizes the whole arc of the 

dissertation, the chapter focuses on the question of critical distance in self-ethnography, 

and refers back to the introduction. 

Keywords:  video; film; collage; multi-narrative; Hollywood; self-ethnography 
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1. Thesis Defense Statement: 
 
Murky Colors 

Middle Class Images 

 

Figure 1. Murky Colors - video still. 

"Murky Colors" is a 47-minute multi-narrative video centered around a suspense-

spy novel of the same name written by my father, Menjin Wei, over the last three years.  

In collaboration with Menjin, I have adapted his story into a single-channel video, which 

explores the medium's ability to critically engage with dominant Hollywood ideologies 

through the use of appropriative and documentary strategies.  Similar to how Menjin's 

story is a conglomeration of archetypal Hollywood tropes (the sexy assassin, the playboy 

secret agent, the war veteran, the corrupt cop, etc.), my adaptation is one of 

experimental video art and cinematic conventions.  The practices of artists working in 

video such as Ming Wong, Frances Stark, Ryan Trecartin, and Hito Steyerl, along with 
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directors such as Yasujiro Ozu and Wong-Kar Wai, have influenced my conception of an 

expansive narrative universe in which filmic conventions are appropriated and re-

contextualized.  The editing possibilities of video create a 'free-for-all' aesthetic, by which 

artists are able to manipulate image and movement to their own logic, whether used to 

faithfully recreate the cinematic or to skew representational realism using any number of 

effects.1  Whether mimicking cinema or virtual reality, video art draws the viewer in via 

the familiar while simultaneously distancing him/her in order to question the motivations 

(whether socio-political, historical, or personal) at work behind the camera, and in the 

editing. 

 

Figure 2. Murky Colors - video still. 

As filmic narrative conventions have become predictable and formulaic, so too 

have previously avant-garde video strategies become now complicit in a neo-liberal 

 
1  For example, Ming Wong meticulously recreates scenes from auteurist films such as Rainer 

Werner Fassbinder's Ali: Fear Eats the Soul (1974) and Roman Polanski's Chinatown (1974), 
with himself acting out all the characters to reconsider the cultural implications of the making 
(and his re-making) of said films, while Ryan Trecartin layers both visual and audio effects to 
add hyper-hystertia to his already elaborate, colorful sets of the mundane-suburban 
everyday. 
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entertainment industry.  Video's position as an alternative media-space through its DIY 

aesthetic, its disposability, affordability, and immediacy has been neutralized through its 

co-optation by corporate media in an effort to produce and disseminate commodities-as-

lifestyle-as-culture in formats that can be consumed without time to question what 

exactly one is consuming.  For instance, Youtube mash-ups that collect fast, truncated 

clips from film and television, repeating the same action or motif running through 

different films and episodes, usually centered around one character, are known as the 

"hypercut" or "supercut."  The hypercut condenses years, sometimes decades of history 

down to minutes.2  Contrast to the immersive content of Hollywood spectacle, the aim of 

the hypercut is to re-present narrative nostalgia as pure pastiche,3 as the ultimate 'joke 

on us.'   

 

Figure 3. Murky Colors - video still. 

 
2  "Nic Cage Losing His Shit," November 21, 2012, video clip, accessed August 22, 2012, 

Youtube, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xP1-oquwoL8. 
3  Fredric Jameson describes pastiche as a blank parody devoid of satirical impulse, and 

therefore politically sterile and ineffectual.  In postmodernity, modernist styles have ossified 
into codes, and as cultural producers struggle to produce anything 'new,' they reanimate 
dead styles "through all the masks and voices stored up in the imaginary museum of a now 
global culture."  See Postmodernism, or the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism (Durham: Duke 
University Press, 1991), 57. 
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The speedy and hysterical hypercut is one style amongst several that I use in my 

version of "Murky Colors," which collages video and film aesthetic into a single 

durational space.  It is performed, shot, and edited with Hito Steyerl's concept of the 

'poor image' enacted as a strategy. Poor images are "liberated from the vaults of 

cinemas and archives and thrust into digital uncertainty at the expense of [their] own 

substance."4  Whereas Steyerl writes on the circulation of these poor images as being 

simultaneously full of revolutionary potential and dangerously susceptible to becoming 

apolitical pastiche, I use this impoverished aesthetic edited in combination with images 

that are not poor, but not rich either – images that are middle class5 – to foreground all 

the cross cultural histories and socially mediated desires that inform Menjin's 

reconfiguration of the well-worn spy genre.  By utilizing the hypercut, the poor image, 

and the not-so-poor-not-so-rich, middle class image, "Murky Colors" moves in, out, and 

beside the narrative conventions it deploys, reactivated in a method which Homi K. 

Bhabha calls abseits, "uncannily besides"6, in its off-sidedness from being strictly either 

inside/outside in a binary construction of culture.  When these multiple strategies are 

used together, they create an off-side rhythm that is continually in transition.  Meaning is 

not fixed, rather it shifts between performed subjectivities, some more removed than 

others. 

 
4  Hito Steyerl, "In Defense of the Poor Image."  E-flux, accessed Aug 6, 2012,  

http://www.e-flux.com/journal/in-defense-of-the-poor-image. 
5  The middle-class image is the result of a middle-class means of production: shot using the 

consumer grade camcorder recording footage that is noticably amateur, incidental, shaky, 
and/or sloppy, footage that would in any professional context be deemed 'unusuable.' 

6  Homi K. Bhabha calls for a rethinking of cultural difference not as an oppositional either/or of 
"polarities and pluralities", but as a "disjunctive and liminal space" in which "a disposition of 
knowledges or a distribution of practices…exist beside each other, Abseits, in a form of 
juxtaposition or contradiction that resists the teleology of dialectical sublation.  See Homi K. 
Bhabha, Nation and Narration, (London: Routledge, 1990), 312.  
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Beside the In and the Out 

 

Figure 4. Murky Colors - video still. 

At the speed which technology is changing, the distinction between film and 

video is increasingly blurred as HD digital is taking over the bulk of mainstream movie 

making.  Whereas video and film have been thought of as separate mediums for much 

of their short histories, their synthesis calls for a reconsideration of how the history of film 

and film narrative, at times a stand-in for history itself7, is being rewritten through its 

hybridization with video.  Hollywood tries to keep hold of attention spans by pacing the 

release of alternative, 'indie' productions focused on stories about 'real' people, with 

seasonal blockbusters that use narrative as an arbitrary means to showcase the latest 

CGI and 3D technologies.  My version of "Murky Colors" uses the conventions of both 

genres through collage rather than synthesis; it is indeed a story about real people, 

depicting the same glamour, sets, and explosions as big budgeted Bond films, but it 

 
7  Laura Mulvey, "Passing Time: Reflections on the Old and the New", in Critical Cinema: 

Beyond the Theory of Practice, ed. Clive Meyer, (New York: Wallflower Press, 2011), 72. 
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consistently maintains a critical reflexivity in its collagist methods, linked compositionally 

as 'chords.' 

The different styles of video transition by familiar filmic conventions such as fade-

ins/outs, cross-dissolves, match cuts, intertitling, and voice-overs, while certain visual 

and aural motifs repeat, each time referring back to their past to reflexively establish and 

expand on the foundational core that is Menjin's text.  By hypercutting degraded 

compressions of Hollywood film footage and Youtube clips together with Menjin's own 

emulation of suspense thriller tropes, I reveal the variegated cross-cultural histories that 

have shaped my multi-narrative and multi-stylistic approach.  In the theoretical 

availability of everything, my aim is to incorporate as much of the 'everything' as possible 

in creating an adaptation of Menjin's text that is faithful to all the histories at work in the 

adaptation of his novel. 

 

Figure 5. Murky Colors - video still. 
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In its attempt to incorporate 'everything', this organized clusterfuck8 to aims to be 

read as a whole in that understanding each specific part is beside the point.  The whole 

work is intentionally besides the point, as opposed to being 'on point,' seeking 'the point' 

as the resolution of every thing in the real world that informs the pro-filmic world of 

Hollywood, that informs Menjin's story world, that informs my video world.  The opening 

credits set up the conceit of the work as a video of a filmic adaptation of a novel written 

by Menjin Wei.  My version is transfilmic, in that it passes through several levels of visual 

fantasy and reality between Menjin and me, to create a multi-narrative arc that functions 

in rhythmic segments, structured as stylistic 'chords' – made up of 'notes' varying from 

the use of green screen and what is in front/behind it, use of appropriated Hollywood 

footage, CNN broadcasts, and Youtube clips, me performing as Menjin's main 

characters, use of intertitles and subtitles, etc.– that side neither in nor out of a fantasy/ 

reality dichotomy. 

 
8  Jerry Saltz coined the term in 2005 to address the grandiose and testosterone-driven 

gesamtkunstwerk, or "total work" rooted in Wagner, Dada, and Schwitter's Merzbau, which he 
uses to interpret contemporary artists such as Mike Kelley, Paul McCarthy, and Thomas 
Hirschhorn in his article, "Clusterfuck Aesthetics." The Village Voice, Nov 29, 2005, accessed 
Nov 13, 2011, http://www.villagevoice.com/2005-11-29/art/clusterfuck-aesthetics. 
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Figure 6. Murky Colors - video still. 

Murky Chords 

Stylistically, the eight main narrative 'root chords' are: 1) my travelogue from 

Vancouver to Shanghai, Hanzhou, and Los Angeles of footage either shot through my 

eyes in a first-person POV, or footage of me shooting shot by my relatives; 2) 

appropriated film footage; 3) Youtube footage of a famous dance performance on West 

Lake in Hanzhou, and news clips; 4) me acting out scenes of "Murky Colors" either in 

front of a green screen or in a real setting; 5) green screen interview scenes I conduct 

with Menjin where he talks about his process; 6) a green screened Menjin reading 

passages from his text; 7) hypercut montage scenes that are approximated in their text 

and image relationship, over which runs Menjin's voice-over; and 8) close-up transitional 

shots of various photographs and books that add a historical framing. 
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Figure 7. Murky Colors - video still. 

In viewing these narrative styles as chords, their tonal quality shifts changes with 

what notes are being played.  For instance, a green screened Menjin reading from his 

text would be a root chord, but its tone and texture varies when taking into account what 

passage he is reading an what else is in the foreground and background – whether it is a 

comparative scene from a Bond film, me acting out a character he is reading, or news 

footage. Various permutations of these root chords transition into and out of one another 

in the structural progression of the multi-narrative, building, fading back, and resurfacing 

as the video unfolds. 

A device I use to add my own voice into the work is that of titles. Superficially, the 

subtitles translate Shanghainese dialogue between my family and I, but they also 

conjure ideas of (mis)translation and acculturation, as I can be heard stumbling my way 

through a mixture of English and Shanghainese.  At times the subtitles read awkwardly, 

almost humorously, as word for word translations often miss specific nuances.  This 

limitation of language in the subtitling is offset by my use of intertitles, which function to 

directly communicate my voice beyond the video world in which my presence reads as 

always performing, whether it be a character in Menjin's story, the role of the daughter, 

family member, artist.  The intertitles add my own narrative that associatively connects 

the chords – these abstract, nebulous, and fantastical narratives of artistic practice and 
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Hollywood espionage – and function to create a distantiated but a direct, first-person 

address, a textual confession operating dialectically with image and sound to reveal 

what is constantly at work that cannot be accounted for in the work. 

 

Figure 8. Murky Colors - video still. 

After Menjin's main character, the sexy assassin Salina Amjad dies, the ending 

sequence returns back to the same location where the opening credits were shot, at the 

Bund, in Shanghai.  This closing shot depicts me, the artist, performer, family member, 

person, walking through the crowd recording a spectacular fireworks/light show against 

an interview audio track of Menjin speaking of the complicated and contradictory murky 

mass of people, the government, and the world.  The video ends with a worms-eye shot 

of me looking off into the black void, signaling that I, in all my roles, have put down the 

video camera, that the multi-narratives have reached their limit with the (anti)climactic 

death of Menjin's fantasy woman.  Outside this expansive videoscape lie both reality and 

the Real, all that is still moving forward, yet to be accounted for and represented. 
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2. Appendices 
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Appendix A.  
 
The Interspatial Realizations of Narrative Form 
An introduction to and a chapter from an unfinished book on the history and politics of 
mainstream film and video art. 

Preface to the Introduction 

This text, submitted as a 'Research Paper' within the criteria of the 2nd year MFA 

graduate seminar course takes a digressive oceanic approach in its form and content, 

paralleling the structure of my thesis video, "Murky Colors."  Formally, this introduction 

outlines the content of a hypothetical book which traces the history of the production and 

consumption of visual culture, focusing on the development of postmodernist visual art 

and the other ubiquitous visual medium of the 20th century: cinema.  My own 

demographic categorization as a female Chinese-Canadian artist and my thesis project, 

"Murky Colors", bring a specific bias into my tracing of these histories that is concerned 

with representations of otherness, psychoanalysis, and critical art theory written from a 

Marxist perspective.   

Following the "Introduction" is the fifth chapter of my hypothetical book: one part 

extracted from an imagined whole that is outlined in the introduction as "Self Othering – 

Critical Distance – Digital Distribution", which discusses the politics of 'critical distance' in 

contemporary post-modernist art practices, offering insight into how "Murky Colors" 

operates through this newly shifted paradigm. 

Introduction 

This formal introduction acknowledges the conditions arising out of the systems 

of institutional and organizational logic of an already existing template for scholarly 

writing in an MFA context.  The hypothetical book that acts as the narrative arc for this 
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document falls within the recently defined genre of fictocriticism9, and weaves together 

auto-fictional narrative fragments of the artist/writer's experience in making her 

graduating project – an experimental multi-narrative video, "Murky Colors" – with a 

Marxist-psychoanalytical analyses of Hollywood films as a metonym for the development 

and decay of the American Dream, and interdisciplinary/multidisciplinary art and anti-art 

practices as the last remaining hope of that dream.  "Murky Colors" delves into a 

multitudinous number of themes that are elaborated in this book: documentary and 

appropriation, new structuralisms of 'filmic-video', text-and-image relationship, the socio-

economic tangle of what is perceived "East" and "West", a (sexual, cultural, familial) 

identity influx, a double critique of existing communist and capitalist systems, the artist 

as performer, etc. 

Chapter 1.  Narrative: Story of Our Lives—Hollywood Film—The American Dream 

This first chapter begins with an omniscient third-person narrative following the 

author's discovery of her father, Menjin's spy-thriller writing project titled, "Murky Colors", 

a discovery which coincides with her decision to return to school to pursue an MFA she 

made one night over dessert.  This auto-fictional narrative fragment leads into a 

discussion on the development of realism, as defined by Russian literary theorist Roman 

Jakobson in 1921.10  As a historical entry point, I develop this definition to encompass 

ideological uses of realism in Hollywood, which lived its 'golden age' from the 1920s to 

1960s, when "Classical Hollywood Realism" standardized a 'universal' narrative film 

 
9  Fictocriticism is a postmodern, experimental, and often feminist style emerging from 

Canadian and Australian universities in the last decade that adopts the literary "I" as a textual 
performance, in which "the ethical formation of the critical subject is foregrounded as the 
originating motive of criticism, [while] evading Romantic notions of selfhood through its 
performative nature."  By combining theoretical and creative writing, fictocriticism explores the 
interstices between fiction and criticism created by the epistemological collapse of critical 
distance in postmodern and post-structural theory.  See Paul Dawson, Creative Writing and 
the New Humanities (London: Routledge, 2005), 166-169. 

10  Jakobson definied realism as a set of conventions under which representational content of a 
painting or sculpture, like the meaning of a text, is measured against See: Jakobson, Roman.  
"On Realism in Art," in Readings in Russian Poetics, ed. L. Matejka, and K. Pomorska 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1971), 38. 
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form.  I explain how through the spread of the feature length format, films became 

instrumentalized in spreading Americanism among the masses, propagating the myth of 

the American Dream. 

Chapter 2.  Hollywood—Film Noir—Modernism—Chinatown 

I begin the second chapter with an email written by Menjin in January 2011 to his 

daughter, in which he describes the arduous editing process of his story.  The email 

concludes with the line, "If it is successful, it may have the potential of taking care of all 

our financial needs, yours and mine," which leads to a historical account of how the 

American Dream arrived at Los Angeles, and how the small town of Hollywood became 

the 'American Dream Machine,' selling the image of effortless wealth, beauty and status 

back to the people that created it through generations of hardship, poverty, labor, and 

war.  I look at F. Scott Fitzgerald as an example of a writer who uses a 'cinematic style' 

to convey the darker side of this dream, and who himself spent his last years as a script-

writer, a profession he found degrading, contributing to an alcoholic demise. 

Fitzgerald as an example of a tragic real-life 'anti-hero' brings me to the 

development of film noir through which major studios worked in compliance with the 

Puritanical censorship of the Hayes Production Code, and against competing studios in 

order to find new, exciting, titillating narratives that creatively pushed against the 

limitations of the censors.  As much as Hollywood had set its goals to create a verisimilar 

realism that had what film theorist Noël Bourch termed, a 'zero-point of cinematic style'11, 

a style nevertheless developed.  I parallel this pulp modernism of film noir with the high 

modernism of post-war American art, specifically focusing on Barnett Newman.  

Newman's self-aggrandizing theorization of the painter's ability to communicate the idea 

of 'man, heroic and sublime' to the masses through the high art canon of a gigantic 

 
11  Burch's 'zero-point of cinematic style' refers to the efforts made within framing and editing to 

efface the moment of transition between shots, so that spectators could be caught up in the 
film to such an extent that disbelief is suspended, and they are swept along with the story, 
unaware of the artifice of the means of representation.  See Peter Lehman, Defining Cinema 
(New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1997), 155. 
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canvas in a white-cube space can be seen to mirror film (noir)'s ability to communicate 

with the masses the idea of 'man, anti-heroic and flawed', through a projection screen, in 

a dark theater.  Both Abstract Expressionism and Hollywood played important roles in 

shaping nationalist cultural superiority during the Cold War12, and with the rise of Pop Art 

and the Postmodern in the 60s and 70s, those two seemingly antithetical modes of 

visual culture became reified in a new dialectic of the integrated spectacle, from which 

the American Dream became a full-on nightmare.  I specifically refer to the murder of 

director Roman Polanski's wife, unborn baby, and their friends at the director's home in 

1968 to lead into my semiotic-psychoanalytic analysis of Polanski's return-to-Hollywood 

neo-noir, Chinatown (1974) and its devastating and silencing reconfiguration of classical 

Hollywood conventions to convey the cynicism now surrounding the defunct American 

Dream. 

Chapter 3.  Los Angeles—Dream Place—The Desert—Hyperparody 

This chapter begins with a meditation on Los Angeles, a place that Jean 

Baudrillard describes as "transaesthetical, like a desert.  Culture exists in a wild state 

where all aesthetics are sacrificed in a process of literal transcription of dreams into 

reality."13  I theorize how Los Angeles, a sprawling farm town-cum-fragmented ahistorical 

metropolis, came to be through a psychoanalytic reading of how the consumption of 

Hollywood Dream Machine's self-renewing desire for a transaesthetic lifestyle penetrates 

the Imaginary formation of ones' ideal ego through Symbolic representations of beauty, 

sex, and violence as mediated through Hollywood's creation of a literally transcribed, 

stand-in representation of a real Los Angeles.  These representations of desire and 

drives based on the phallocentric white male gaze become ingrained in a collective 

fantasy of cultural and technological supremacy, which therefore affectively accounts for 

 
12  Serge Guilbaut, How New York Stole the Idea of Modern Art: Abstract Expressionism, 

Freedom, and the Cold War, trans. Arthur Goldhammer (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1985), 173-180.  

13  Jean Baudrillard, interview by Nathan Gardels, "After Utopia: The Primitive Society of the 
Future," in New Perspectives Quarterly, (Summer 1989), 6(2): 52. 
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the fragmentation of the city through its major development from the 1930s through to 

the 70s, when Hollywood began its decline. 

I investigate this hypothesis through an analysis of desert films, or Westerns: 

John Houston's The Misfits (1961), Stanley Kubrick's Dr. Strangelove (1964), Polanski's 

Chinatown (1974), and Sophia Coppola's Somewhere (2010).  These examples lead me 

to Fredric Jameson's critique of ideology as it is re-presented in the omnipresence of a 

postmodern culture industry.  Jameson's call for more awareness of this all-infiltrating 

visual culture informs my concept of the hyperparody14 as a response, which proves that 

Hollywood has become self-aware, self-deprecating, and even self-flagellating – but still, 

these realizations hardly changes anything.  Theodore Adorno writes in Minima Moralia 

that Hollywood movies do not fail because they are too fantastical, but because they are 

not fantastical enough; the washed-out, repugnant, lame existence of the world is not 

faithfully recreated, and so these movies are just as washed-out and lame themselves.15  

On that note, I delve into the anomalous work of David Lynch, who succeeds in making 

films that take on Hollywood conventions only to deconstruct them by pushing the 

spectator out of the comfortable mediocrity of lame, washed-out realism into a deeper 

layer of consciousness that is a dirtier, darker, and more depraved 'dream place.' 

Chapter 4.  Mulholland Drive—Third Space—Video Art—Clusterfuck Aesthetics—
Fourth Space 

This chapter begins with another email written by Menjin to his daughter in 2010, 

when he agrees to become collaborators and for her to use his text as the source 

 
14  The hyperparody is an idea I have developed in my essay titled, "The Return to Shore: The 

Evolution of Aesthetic Capitalism in Jaws and Piranha 3D" (paper, 2011), which is embodied 
by the movie, Piranha 3D (2010).  The hyperparody is a movie that takes all the already 
ridiculous elements of the nature/horror/suspense/action/thriller genre, and self-reflexively re-
enacts them using the washed-out, aging stars of the past 'golden age' of said genre to 
purposefully create a violently superficial spectacle that is completely aware of its function as 
pastiche: it attempts to appeal to a universal 'groan factor' as a means to point out the lowest 
of low culture by positioning its audience in a position of spectatorial power, as we all 
immediately know just how bad this movie is, and yet we are still watching. 
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material for her own version of "Murky Colors."  He ends this email with a warning that 

there will be "some lesbian love between Salina and Marian in the latter part of the 

story."  This email-narrative fragment transitions into my analysis of Lynch's Mulholland 

Drive (2001), a film with a lot of "lesbian love." 

I integrate feminist film-theorist Tod McGowan's psychoanalytic reading of the 

film with my own to reveal how Lynch creates a self-reflexive and self-contained 

durational visual experience of 'touching the Real.'16 By appropriating the methodology of 

Hollywood realism, especially in his use of film noir codes, and pushing them to their 

limitations of fantasy production and desire-wish fulfillment, Lynch takes Hollywood 

narrative realism to its limitations.  

Lynch occupies a grey area, an interdisciplinary area of visual culture, in that his 

filmic work is informed by his painterly practice (and vice versa), and his musical projects 

are palpably felt as informed by his filmmaking.  In naming other contemporary artist-

auteur-filmmakers that occupy a similar realm, it can be noted that most of these 

filmmakers are white men, representing the dominant universal-world view of Hollywood. 

However subconsciously, the viewer takes on this phallocentric subjectivity, which 

stands in as a metonym for the general model of all humans.  In passively watching this 

model unfold, the spectator is also asked to emulate it, which is actually not as sinisterly 

hopeless as the Frankfurt School would have one believe.  If we as a societal whole 

have become as  spectacular17 as both popular media and cultural theorists proclaim us 

to be, as can be seen the recent flood of hyperparody films (Piranha 3D (2010), 

Cowboys and Aliens (2011), Tim and Eric's Billion Dollar Movie (2012), etc.), then we 

 

 

15  Theodor W. Adorno, Minima Moralia: Reflections from Damaged Life, trans. E.F.N. Jephcott, 
202. 

16  ”It is difficult to touch the ‘Real’,” says documentary filmmaker Johan van der Keuken at the 
end of his documentary, The Way South (1980-1981) from the Johan van der Keuken 
Collection vol. 4 (1981; Chicago, IL: Facets Multimedia, 2008), DVD. 
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must also possess a certain level of pragmatic (if not critical) self-awareness.  In the 

infinitely evolved scheme of self-serving neo-liberal capitalism, we in the 21st century all 

have been watching long enough to know that the New York Times is just another 

corporate media machine, that Apple products are made up of tin, tantalum, and 

tungsten sourced from the Congo, that Stephen Colbert and Donald Trump sit on the 

opposite sides of the same bill. 

This chapter continues on to explore another cultural currency by looking at 

international visual artists working with film and video, who continually work through the 

rich potentials of that grey area occupied by Lynch, where the territories of cultural 

production are blurred, redefined, and repositioned.  This grey area where cultural 

influences mix, giving rise to new cultural identities, is what Homi Bhabha calls the 'third 

space', where visual culture, geoculture, transculture, postcolonial culture, interculture, 

multiculture, and world culture, an inbetween culture is continually being reshaped.18  In 

a geological sense, this 'third space' occupies the position of the upper-mantle, as it 

embodies the trickle-down-trickle-up formative zone of the dialectics between 

inside/outside, inclusivity/exclusivity, mind/body, self/other.  In terms of visual culture, 

this zone is occupied by contemporary art practices that incorporate video as 

experiment, embodiment, performance, and self-representation to 'touch the Real', an 

ambitious quest that necessitates an artist's direct participation in the work itself as 

subject. 

I investigate the development of this medium historically, from its early 

beginnings in the 1960s by Fluxus artist Nam June Paik (historicized as the first artist to 

use the Sony Portapak) to performance-based video work of Los Angeles artist, Paul 

 

 

17  Guy Debord, Comments on the Society of the Spectacle (London: Verso, 1998), 8-11. 
18  Stefan Jonsson, "Facts of Aesthetics and Fictions of Journalism: The Logic of the Media in 

the Age of Globalization", in The Green Room, ed. Maria Lind and Hito Steyerl (New York: 
Sternberg Press, 2008), 179. 
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McCarthy.  McCarthy de-valorizes of the myth of the heroic male genius artist through 

perverse and infantile play and is exemplary of what art critic Jerry Saltz calls 

'clusterfuck aesthetics.'19  I explore the potentialities of this term by examining how it has 

become integrated into the internet-image archive, allowing for movement beyond 

Bhabba's third space into what journalist-theorist Stefan Jonsson postulates as the 

'fourth tendency.'   

Chapter 5.  Self Othering—Critical Distance—Digital Distribution 

This chapter begins with a conversation Menjin and his daughter share about her 

on-screen performance of his characters.  The conversation reaches a humorously 

uncomfortable impasse when they two get to his principle antagonist, the sexy, Iranian 

assassin, Salina Amjad.  The daughter attempt to explain how her portrayal of Salina, 

and of Menjin's whole story, is in many ways acting out his fantasies.  She starts to 

discuss their collaboration through some fundamental concepts of psychoanalysis 

(Oedipal complex, the ego, desire and fantasy) and he immediately dismisses these 

interpretations on the basis that "Murky Colors" is completely and purely entertainment.   

From Menjin's classification of "Murky Colors" as innocent entertainment, and my 

treatment of it as a foundational text, rich with archetypes and clichés that need 

unpacking, I digress to journalist Stefan Jonsson's understanding of Homi K. Bhabha's 

third space through the example of international Documenta exhibition, held once every 

five years in Kassel.  Jonsson takes Bhabha's term a step further in calling Documenta a 

'fourth tendency', where the three poles of contemporary cultural life (global mass 

culture, the elite's culture of cultural events, and miscellaneous, more or less nationalistic 

cultural projects) intersect to deal with its inherent conflict and power relationships.20  

 
19  Jerry Saltz coined the term in 2005 to address the grandiose and testosterone-driven 

gesamtkunstwerk, or "total work" rooted in Wagner, Dada, and Schwitter's Merzbau, which he 
uses to interpret contemporary artists such as Mike Kelley, Paul McCarthy, and Thomas 
Hirschhorn, in his article, "Clusterfuck Aesthetics." The Village Voice, Nov 29, 2005, 
accessed Nov 13, 2011, http://www.villagevoice.com/2005-11-29/art/clusterfuck-aesthetics. 

20  Jonsson, 178. 
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Despite Jonsson's praise of Documenta model as a "most striking manifestation" of this 

fourth tendency, he is not able to call it a fourth space because of its mediated 

participation of selected intellectuals, writers, artists and institutions.  Between the third 

space of the clusterfuck that is Documenta and the fourth site of breakdown and 

retrogression back into the clusterfuck (if not disappearing into the void altogether), is 

where we find the most immediate, provocative forms of culture, which leads to the 

question of what culture is and who is it in service of, questions which Hal Foster 

addresses in his reading of Walter Benjamin's Author as Producer as applied to 

postmodern interdisciplinary, ethnographic artistic practices in Return of the Real.21   

In working through modernist avant-gardism, postmodernist art practices are no 

longer concerned with the old didactic countercultural model of inside/outside as they 

have now shifted into a multi- and interdisciplinary positioning of an inside and/or beside. 

This is an interstitial positioning of cultural difference that is neither an oppositional 

either/or of "polarities and pluralities", but as a "disjunctive and liminal space, in which "a 

disposition of knowledges or a distribution of practices…exist beside each other, abseits, 

uncannily besides, in a form of juxtaposition or contradiction that resists the teleology of 

dialectical sublation."22  Bhabha's insistence on abseits can be read in relation to both 

Foster's and Jameson's call for 'correct distancing', as opposed to 'critical distancing.' 

I approach the conundrum of critical distance by tracing the history of video art practices 

in relation to Bhabha's 'third space', and its evolution into the ubiquitous digital age, 

where form, content, and (free) distribution of still and moving images are continually 

shifting the hierarchies between cultural producers and those in control of the culture 

industry.  Visibility of this shifting is key to understanding how to activate ones' agency 

as an artist, and I look to anti-artist-artist Hennessy Youngman's navigation of the 

 
21  In 1934, Benjamin accused Soviet productivism with an ideological patronage that positioned 

the worker as a passive other.  Foster relates this othering to the postcolonial privileging of 
the cultural other within the bourgeois-capitalist art institution since the call of postmodernist 
and poststructural theory for alterity. See Hal Foster, The Return of the Real, (Cambridge: 
MIT Press, 1996), 173. 

22  Homi Bhabha, Nation and Narration (London: Routledge, 1990), 312. 
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internet as a space possessing the fluidity necessary to disseminate and share culture 

against the systems of control that regulate the economics of culture.  I do not attempt to 

answer the question of how one is to make political art – to do so would be to fall into the 

modernist traps of dogmatism.  Without taking sides in a winner-loses logic in the 

absurd, postmodern theater of politics,23 I turn to several relevant examples of 

contemporary artists (and anti-artists) whose video works manage to navigate the murky 

terrain of critical distance generatively, by skillfully deploying techniques that are in 

parallax24 diachronically within the past, present, and anticipated future, synchronically 

within the scope of commodified availability of everything, and interspatially within 

different sites of cultural consumption.  I have already used Hennessy Youngman as an 

example, and continue to examine the practices of Ryan Trecartin, Hito Steyerl, YCH 

Heavy Industries, and Adam Curtis. 

Chapter 6.  Art Thoughtz: Hennessy Youngman—Ryan Trecartin—Hito Steyerl—
YHC Heavy Industires—Adam Curtis 

In this chapter, I present key methodologies in the practices of aforementioned 

artists whose work exist most powerfully in the interstitial spaces of culture production.  

By presenting models of critically engaged meta-practices that operate in different 

cultural arenas, be it very high or very low, I intend to present these possible paths 

artists are using to navigate through the totalized, all-encompassing narrative of late 'end 

times' postmodernity.  These artists have dissimilar practices – Jayson Musson is an 

anti-artist-artist personality best known as Hennessy Youngman, whose "insider joke" 

 
23  Adam Curtis explores the history of the years of stagnation in post-soviet Russia, and the 

development of a corrupt, puppet party political arena orchestrated by Vladislav Surkov, one 
of Putin's key manipulators, who came from a avant-garde theater background in his blog 
post, "The Years of Stagnation and The Poodles of Power," BBC: Adam Curtis Blog, last 
modified Jan 18, 2012, http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/adamcurtis/2012/01/the_years_of_ 
stagnation_and _th.html. 
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Art Thoughtz videos gained him attention via the internet (just to show how many of us 

educated, cultural consumers are in on his cracks directed towards high art elitism), and 

he also is a rapper and painter holding an MFA from the University of Pennsylvania; 

Ryan Trecartin is an LA-based video artist and filmmaker who works collaboratively to 

create hyper-hysterical, fast cut videos (and installations) using elaborate, colorful sets 

of the mundane-suburban everyday as constructed and recorded through a speedy-acid 

trip; Hito Steyerl is a video artist, filmmaker, writer, and professor based in Berlin, whose 

work is concerned with politics of globally circulated images, i.e. the digitized and 

compressed 'poor image'25; YHC Heavy Industries is collaboration of artist Young-Hae 

Chang and poet Marc Voge, whom together make concrete poetry (in exclusively 

Monaco font) flash animations highly synchronized to fusion jazz that are fast paced, 

self-deprecating meditations (usually taking on a first-person male perspective) on the 

commodities, environments, institutional and governmental politics that they find 

themselves implicated in through their net-art; and finally, Adam Curtis, a British 

documentary filmmaker and writer working for BBC Current Affairs, whose films utilize 

archival material to associatively weave together seemingly disparate narratives in a 

video-essayist style, to show "how different elites have tried to impose an ideology on 

their times, and the tragicomic consequences of those attempts."26  

The connecting thread running through these different artists and their practices 

is that of their usage of what Hito Steyerl calls, 'the poor image.'  She categorizes all 

 

 

24  In Return of the Real (207),Foster calls for a diachronic reading of modernist avant-garde 
practices, arguing for one to be able to see postmodernism dialectically in parallax 
(technically, the angle of displacement of an object caused by the movement of its observer) 
with modernism, "as a continual process of anticipated futures and reconstructed pasts," 
whose "framing of the two depend on [ones'] position in the present and that this position is 
defined for such framings."  

25 Hito Steyerl, "In Defense of the Poor Image," E-flux, accessed July 5, 2012,  
http://www.e-flux.com/journal/in-defense-of-the-poor-image. 

26 Tim Adams, "The Exorcist," The Observer, last modified Oct 23, 2004, http://www. 
guardian.co.uk/theobserver/2004/oct/24/features.review7. 
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digitally compressed and internet-shared visual culture as 'poor images', that are 

"uploaded, downloaded, shared, reformatted, reedited…transform[ing] quality into 

accessibility, exhibition value into cult value, films into clips, contemplation into 

distraction."  In the contemporary economy of images, she makes the very apt metaphor 

of cinema being the flagship store, where "high-end products are marketed in an upscale 

environment (the movie theaters, the cinematheques, the museums), [while] more 

affordable derivatives of the same images circulate as DVDs, on broadcast television, or 

online, as poor images."27 

These poor images exist because of various economic problematics that have 

resulted from the neoliberal restructuring of media production over thirty years ago with 

the Copyright Act of 1976, and the post-socialist and postcolonial nations reconfiguration 

of their nation states, cultures, and their archives.28  And while these images operate 

against the fetishization of cinema-standard high resolution, they are also are complicit 

within capitalism's insidious evolution into our virtual space, our mind space, as it thrives 

on our increasingly shortened attention spans.  Artists like Hennessy Youngman, Ryan 

Trecartin, Hito Steyerl, YHC Heavy Industries, and Adam Curtis manage not only to use 

the poor image, but work to reshape the perspective around these images, to slow down 

the viewer's understanding and mindless absorption of them.  The core of their works 

remain consistent – durational video work that are in and of themselves complete, but 

when installed in different contexts, whether online, in a gallery, a museum, a theater, 

etc., they are able take on different, more nuanced versions of themselves to more 

specifically address the site of their presentation. 

Chapter 7.  The Mundane—The Millennial—The Ongoing  

I begin my concluding chapter with a final narrative of the typical work day for 

Menjin, and the typical work day for his daughter, both working on their "Murky Colors".  

In doing so, I draw out the similarities between the two characters in their symbiotic 

 
27  Steyerl, Eflux. 
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relationship that is less dark, and more productive than a psychoanalytic Oedipal 

relationship would normally prescribe:  Menjin, in looking at his daughter's life, has taken 

on the artistic venture of a writing project late in life to tell a story that had been churning 

and building itself with each exposure he has had to the cultural shifts between East and 

West, capitalism and communism, and his past and present lives; on the hand, his 

daughter, in taking her father's text as the basis for her MFA thesis project, has adapted 

his story into one of many, that sit beside the original, operating politically in its critique 

of the systems that have influenced both versions.    

I conclude with an analysis of Youngman's lecture at MoCA Chicago in which he 

offers his suggestions of how cultural institutions can keep up with the millennial 

generation, one that accepts what some would critically call a 'mediated life' as reality.  

Because it never behooves an emerging generation to placate the world view of those 

who came before them, how can the self-described friendly, tolerant, and well-adjusted 

millennial generation sculpt their institutions to move past the institutional-critique to an 

institutional-remodeling?29  A mediated life as a fact of life itself, in the interspatial digital 

age of the poor image as the vehicle for transaesthetical wish fulfillment, in a constant 

self-aware abseits and a state of perpetual remembering and forgetting, learning and 

redefining, running round and round in a circuit that is growing in volume as well as in 

area – this is how I end my hypothetical dissertation, with the question of: What do you 

want now that you are free to want anything within a system that allows you to have the 

potential for everything? 

 

 

28  Ibid. 
29 Hennessy Youngman, "ART THOUGHTZ: To Catch a Millennial (Live at the Museum of 

Contempoary Art Chicago 9-07-11)," video clip, last modified September 27, 2011, Youtube, 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g_jp9wAig4E. 
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Chapter 5. Self Othering—Critical Distance—Digital Distribution 
 

M:  So you're acting out the story? 

C:  Not everything, just a few scenes with the key characters. 

M:  Who? 

C:  Salina, Fabien, Secretary Huang, Chief Yang, Nan Jian, Gabra, Director Hui, 
and the mayor. 

M:  So why are you acting them out? 

C:  Well, because I want to highlight certain important scenes in your story.  The 
scenes I act out are all pretty important in character development, 
and are key plot points -- like when they meet in Chapter 2 to discuss 
what to do about the terrorists, or when Salina and Fabien meet at 
the hotel. 

M:  How come you're not using actors? 
C: Do you want me to use actors? 

M:  No, no! Just wondering why you're doing it like that. 

C:  Well… I think it's interesting that I'm acting out your fantasy. 

M:  What do you mean? 

C:  Well, take the instance of Salina, dad.  She's this sexy assassin, she's like a 
Bond girl right?  And I'm acting as her, so on a psychoanalytic 
level… it's pretty interesting. 

M:  What psychoanalytic level, what do you mean? 

C:  Well, we don't have to go too much into it, but psychoanalysis is a form of 
psychology where one could understand my motivations in acting out 
your fantasy and your motivations for writing such a fantasy can be 
read as unconscious desires. 

M:  Oh no, no, no, Murky Colors is just entertainment!   
There's no theories like that in it. 

C:  I know, but I'm saying there could be that kind of reading. 

M:  It's just a story though, pure entertainment.   

C:  Ok, Dad, but you have to admit, Murky Colors is a fictional story right? 

M: Yes. 

C:  So it's a fantasy, it's not real.  And because I'm acting out your story, on 
some level, I'm acting out your fantasy right? 

M:  Well…yes, in that way. 

Authors as Producers/Winners as Losers 

Between the third space of the clusterfuck that is Documenta and the fourth site 

of breakdown and retrogression back into the clusterfuck (if not disappearing into the 
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void altogether), is where we find the most immediate, provocative forms of culture, 

which leads to the questions of what culture is for and whom it is in service of, questions 

which Hal Foster addresses in his reading of Walter Benjamin's "Author as Producer"30 

as applied to postmodernist artistic practices in his book, Return of the Real.   

What was important for Benjamin in critiquing the Soviet proletkult was the inherent 

contradiction present in the model of 'the dictatorship of the proletariat'31: proletarian 

solidarity could not be achieved through an artistic theme based on political attitude, 

which fed back into the master ideology.  Between this productivist model of artistic 

practice risen from the Bolshevik revolution, Nazism's attack on, and Fascism's 

incorporation of the modernist avant-garde, Benjamin called for a re-functioning of 

theatre and film as sites for potential solidarity between progressive cultural creators and 

their audience.  Collectively produced works of radio, theater, and most importantly, film, 

were radical in their loss of the 'aura' which had become prized in the artwork co-opted 

by the Nazis and Fascists.  Although Benjamin also recognized the danger of the cult of 

celebrity and the fetishization of technology, he wished to promote "a radical and cultural 

media politics concerned with the creation of alternative oppositional cultures."32  

The danger for alternative practices becoming re-integrated into the "ideological 

patronage"33 of art, the subservience of the artist to that in power, and the spiraling 

backwards (and a bit deeper) into a re-established hierarchy foreshadows what Fredric 

Jameson would call a "winner loses logic" of theory over 50 years after Benjamin's 

critique,34 when the politics artists now found themselves entrenched in were no longer 

 
30  Walter Benjamin, "The Author as Producer," in Walter Benjamin: Selected Writings, vol. 2, 

part 2, 1931-1934, ed. Howard Eiland, Michael W. Jennings, and Gary Smith, (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1999), 768-782. 

31  Foster, 172. 
32  Douglas Kellner, The Frankfurt School, accessed June 28, 2012, 

http://pages.gseis.ucla.edu/faculty/kellner/papers/fs.htm. 
33  Foster, 172. 
34  Fredric Jameson, Postmodernism, or the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism, (Durham: Duke 

University Press, 1991), 57. 
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based on economic relations, but more specifically on those defined in terms of cultural 

identity, i.e. the personal became political.  

Through the 1970s and 80s, Foster outlines the revisiting of Benjamin's text by 

artists politically engaged with "the capitalization of culture and privatization of society 

under Reagan, Thatcher, Kohl and company….around the AIDS crisis, abortion rights, 

and apartheid."35  What was in the 1930s a response to the aestheticization of fascist 

politics based on economic relations in Europe, had now, over a 50-year transformation, 

shifted into the aestheticization of Otherness, of the 'cultural politics of alterity' based on 

cultural identity in a society mediated as globalized, deterritorialized, and nomadic.36 

Both Fredric Jameson, in Postmodernism, or the Cultural Logic of Late 

Capitalism, and Hal Foster, in the Return of the Real, are concerned with the politics of 

artistic production in the face of a postmodern society predominantly structured by and 

through multinational capitalism, a system that in the present moment seems to be 

simultaneously closer to its tipping point and closer to its full omnipotent control than 

ever before.37  While Jameson relates the long-wave theory of Ernest Mandel's economic 

cycles to the development of all forms of postmodern culture in art, architecture, fiction, 

film, fashion, and food in what is often critiqued as too grand, too totalizing, too 

synchronic of a narrative38, Foster focuses on diachronic reading of modernist avant-

garde practices, arguing for one to be able to see postmodernism dialectically in parallax 

(technically, the angle of displacement of an object caused by the movement of its 

observer) with modernism, "as a continual process of anticipated futures and 

 
35  Foster, 172. 
36  Ibid, 173. 
37  The Occupy movement, student revolts in Montreal and the government's subsequent 

retaliation, and Arab Spring are only a few examples of potential beginnings of changes.  See 
Jesse Rosenfeld, "Quebec Students Spark Mass Protests Against Austerity," The Nation, last 
modified June 12, 2012, http://www.thenation.com/article/168355/quebec-students-spark-
mass-protests-against-austerity. 

38  Foster, 206-207. 
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reconstructed pasts," whose "framing of the two depend on [ones'] position in the 

present and that this position is defined for such framings.39 

Philosophically, the process of how to define oneself in parallax with the near 

past and a projected future while being present constantly and continually shifts with 

each moment of the day.  For political application, whatever theoretical framework set up 

is doomed to fail because of the very nature of the fixity of language.  Language is not 

fluid, and if it is not too flimsy it is in danger of being impenetrable.  As Jameson puts it,  

there is "a strange quasi-Sartrean irony, a 'winner loses' logic – which 
tends to surround any effort to describe – a 'system', a totalizing dynamic, 
as these are detected in the movement of contemporary society.  What 
happens is that the more powerful the vision of some increasingly total 
system or logic – the Foucault of the prisons book is the obvious example 
– the more powerless the reader comes to feel.  Insofar as the theorist 
wins, therefore, by constructing an increasingly closed and terrify-ing 
machine, to that very degree he loses, since the critical capacity of his 
work is thereby paralysed, and the impulses of negation and revolt, not to 
speak of those social transformations, are increasingly perceived as vain 
and trivial in the face of the model itself.40 

Jameson goes on to critique the idea that 'critical distance' in the production of 

culture is anything but a given starting point.  What was once considered radical about 

"negativity, opposition, and subversion to critique and reflexivity"41 that shared the single, 

fundamentally spatial presupposition of 'critical distance' is now perceived as 'the good 

old days' where the Left at least thought they were able to fight the capitalist machine by 

creating culture outside of the very conditions of that machine that allowed for difference 

in categories, genres, types.  The seepage of counterculture into mass culture, the 

aestheticization and commodification of countercultural identity (be it sexual – "I Kissed a 

Girl and I Liked it" on the radio in someone else's car, ethnic – that fusion Korean taco 

 
39  Foster, 207. 
40  This is indeed ironic because Jameson acknowledges the very criticism he will receive for his 

totalizing narrative of postmodernism in Postmodernism, or the Logic of Late Capitalism (57). 
41  Jameson, 58. 
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food truck, political – Che Guevara merchandise at every college kiosk sale) is a 

blended mess of convoluted micro-politics: "our racism gets all mixed up with clean cut 

black actors on TV and in commercials, our sexism has to make a detour through new 

stereotypes of the 'women's libber' on the network series."42 

Foster echoes the stalemate of critical distance by addressing the paradoxes and 

splits of an all-inclusive 'psychic nation' as defined against cultural otherness both within 

and without – in the name of 'loving thy neighbor', one becomes a dysfunctional, 

paralysed subject as one is "suspended between obscene proximity and spectacular 

separation."43  Whatever dialectic of distance and closeness, of self and other that may 

exist on a personal level, when projected onto an abstract such as culture at large, 

"becomes an opposition of real separations concealed by imaginary unities"44 in the 

name of political correctness and a neo-liberal attitude of individual freedom and choice, 

as long as your freedom of choice does not interfere with mine. 

In rethinking the question of criticality in terms of finding one's 'correct distance' 

that is operational in parallax with the past and potential futures, Foster ends his book by 

calling the reader to do something that the neo-liberal majority of multi-national 

capitalism chides against gently with harmonious adverts of multiculturalism, tolerance, 

wellness, and unity.  At the etymological root of criticality is judgement, and he calls for 

the acceptance and ownership of that, doubting "if any artist, critic, theorist, or historian 

can ever escape value judgements."45 

Art as the Last Remaining Other 

The methodologies of critical distance, reflexivity, and institutional critique are 

only the starting point upon which to base an artistic practice engaged in the current 

 
42  Fredric Jameson, Signatures of the Visible (New York: Routledge, 1992), 22. 
43  Foster, 222. 
44  Ibid, 222. 
45  Ibid, 220. 
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political situation.  Post-Cold War, art institutions could not remain sites of hermetic 

philosophies and formalisms that dominated the 1950s to stay relevant to postmodern 

discourses of feminism, post-colonialism, and queer politics.  The growing importance 

placed on one's subject position (as artist, viewer, and institution "defined in language 

marked by difference"46) has lead to what Foster calls an "ethnographic turn in 

contemporary art", by which artists who investigate themes of social, economic, and 

cultural otherness engage in a quasi-anthropological role of ethnographic mapping that 

activates critical distance, reflexivity, and institutional critique through ones' subjectivity, 

where "the framer is also framed, plunged in parallax in a way that complicates the old 

anthropological oppositions of an us-here-and-now versus a them-there-and-then."47 

However well researched, the danger of artists working as quasi-anthropologists 

is clear: the sociological presumptions made and the hubris involved in taking on an 

ethnographic approach, even when practiced self-reflexively as a deconstruction of 

those very practices themselves "can lead to a hermeticism, even a narcissism, in which 

the other is obscured, the self-pronounced; it can also lead to a refusal of engagement 

altogether."48  And despite deconstructionist strategies of poststructuralist appropriation 

based on the 'death of the author', new canons were nevertheless produced that 

"reasserted the very productive core of the romantic authorial code -- one premised on 

private ownership through labor."49  For example, Richard Prince's appropriated cowboy 

photographs of Marlboro advertisements50 is just one example of art made within a 

contradictory postmodern framework, on the condition that the author has become 

irrelevant because old modernist ideals of authenticity and aura no longer apply.  But if 

 
46  Foster, 184. 
47  Ibid, 191. 
48  Ibid, 203. 
49  Nate Harrison, "The Pictures Generation, the Copyright Act of 1976, and the Reassertion of 

Authorship in Postmodernity," Art & Education, accessed July 3, 2012, 
http://www.artandeducation.net/paper/the-pictures-generation-the-copyright-act-of-1976-and-
the-reassertion-of-authorship-in-postmodernity. 

50 Richard Prince, Untitled (Cowboy), 1989, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, accessed 
September 24, 2012, http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/works-of-art/2000.272. 
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the author has become irrelevant, and images roam free, then why have we canonized 

Richard Prince?  

Within the institution of art, the question of correct distance does not only apply to 

the artist and his/her work, but also still, is a question of ideological patronage as the 

work moves from the studio into the gallery/museum/market.  Referring back to 

Benjamin, Foster writes,  

just as the proletkult author…sought to stand in the reality of the 
proletariat, only in part to sit in the place of the patron, so the 
ethnographic artist may collaborate with a sited community, only to have 
this work redirect-ed to other ends…. As the artist stands in the identity of 
a sited community, he or she may be asked to stand for this identity, to 
represent it institutionally.  In this case the artist is primivitized, indeed 
anthropologized, in turn: here is your community, the institution says in 
effect, embodied in your artist, on display.51 

Despite the entanglement of art and its market, there are contemporary artists 

who can navigate this murky and fraught terrain where art and the artist are still, for the 

most part, treated as self-renewing commodities in a speedy culture industry.  Amongst 

others, Foster gives the examples of James Luna and Jimmie Durham as artists who 

deconstruct the stereotypical identity of the Native American in white culture in how they 

parody primivitisms through ethnographic reversals, preemptively playing dead in a 

plurality of practices, in order to disrupt the "dominant culture that depends on strict 

stereotypes, stable lines of authority, and humanist reanimations and museological 

resurrections."52 By deploying this kind of practice, a meta-practice in which the artist 

takes on the institutional and historical frameworks as another problematic to address in 

 
51  Foster, 198. 
52  Ibid, 199. 
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the functioning of the work, artists have found a way to correctly distance themselves in 

relation to such histories that they are participating in by critiquing.53   

In reframing and revising modernist avant-garde strategies, postmodernist art 

practices are no longer concerned with the old didactic countercultural model of 

inside/outside as they have now shifted into a multi- and interdisciplinary positioning of 

an inside and/or beside54 where the marginalized other has been for the most part 

incorporated into multinational capitalism's web.  When artists working with the politics of 

cultural otherness become reduced to standing in and for the identity of the other as 

Foster states, they are put in an contradictory position – the artist occupies the subject 

position of both self and other, only now the other has become incorporated into the self 

(and the institution supporting the artist).  Therefore, this inclusivity neuters the concept 

of the other, usually with a sense of humor, as seen in Durham's work.  We as a 

civilization, as cultural producers, and as artists, have, on our quest for wholeness, 

normalized our great fear of the other; the other is no longer a threat, it is our neighbor.  

In Slovaj Žižek's Lacanian interpretation of the old Christian dictum of 'love thy neighbor' 

– the neighbor being The Real – he argues that loving the neighbor as the neighbor at a 

distance, is ultimately a strategy to avoid encountering the neighbor and The Real 

altogether.  Accessing the Real is not impossible, but because it is traumatic and 

threatening, confronting us "with the raw and vulnerable nature of human being…such 

an encounter is often avoided in favor of more acceptable and idealistic generalizations 

 
53  For instance, Jimmie Durham's "Where a Stone Opened a Tube of Red Paint" was a work 

made as a result of a performance where Durham smashed tubes of red paint at his show, 
"Une Pierre Presque Volante", at Galerie Michel Rein in Paris, 2004, resulting in a series of 
abstract splatters of red paint onto paper or plywood.  By keeping a 'mystical' relationship 
with the rock, Durham engages with the archetypical narrative of the Indian, and also 
modernist action painting of the 1950s, revealing notions of primivitism at work beyond his 
cultural identity. 

54  In Nation and Narration (312), the lesson lies for Bhabha in learning how to think of cultural 
difference not as a oppositional  either/or of "polarities and pluralities", but as a "disjunctive 
and liminal space" in which "a disposition of knowledges or a distribution of practices…exist 
beside each other, Abseits, in a form of juxtaposition or contradiction that resists the teleology 
of dialectical sublation."  
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of humanity."55  Can this apply to art?  Is Foster's notion of correct distance actually an 

artistic strategy for managing encounters with the Real?  Is that why Durham's work is 

funny, to laugh off trauma, as a coping mechanism in the same way as Homi Bhabha's 

understanding of doublespeak?56  In order to advance their career while maintaining 

political potency, artists are wittingly adding cache to these institutionally supported 

notions of acceptance, tolerance, and universal love validated by a taking a self-reflexive 

ethnographic approach to critical distance.  Encountering the Real of the neighbor in all 

its "traumatic vulnerability, frailty, obscenity and fallibility", is to confront those qualities in 

oneself, in ones work.  Instead of risking narcissism by standing in and for the identity of 

the other, perhaps using narcissism as a tool to examine the self and all the other 

incorporated within that self might reanimate the discussion of rethinking critical 

distance.  And what better medium for that task but the inherently narcissistic medium of 

video? 

Video: Not an Art of Equanimity 

In "The Aesthetics of Narcissism", Rosalind Krauss explains how video is 

inherently a narcissistic medium, as the device itself is consumer ready for the act of 

performing in front of a camera, creating a psychological space that withdraws attention 

"from an external object – an Other – [to] invest it in the Self."57  When the artist performs 

in video, he/she simultaneously takes on the position of both the object and the subject, 

resulting in a "weightless fall through the suspended space of narcissism."58  Unlike film, 

 
55  Kathleen O'Dwyer, "Žižek on Love," in Philosophy Now, issue 77 (Feb/Mar 2010), accessed 

June 30, 2012, http://www.philosophynow.org/issues/77/Zizek_on_Love. 
56  Homi Bhabha's understands Orwellian 'doublethink' not as a moral indictment in order to 

function within society, but rather as a strategy of survival and of agency by living through 
and managing the everyday.  Because there is a point of split in cultural difference for both 
the colonizer and colonized, 'doublethinking' is a strategy for the colonized to disarticulate the 
voice the colonizer at the point of splitting, hence Youngman's effective use of his 'white 
voice.'  See Homi K. Bhabha, interview by W.J.T. Mitchell, "Translator Translated: an 
interview with cultural theorist Homi Bhabha," Artforum 33, no. 7 (March 1995): 81-82.   

57  Rosalind Krauss, "The Aesthetics of Narcissism", October, vol.1 (Spring 1976), 57. 
58  Ibid, 55. 
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which requires light projected through a moving strip of celluloid, video is data-based, it 

is able to "transcend the mediated facets of film production."59  Of course, the history of 

video art has been consolidated and canonized by institutions in the works of Nam June 

Paik, Vito Acconci, Chris Burden, Bruce Nauman, Paul McCarthy, Valerie Export, Martha 

Rosler, Lynda Benglis, Yoko Ono, etc., and to treat video as strictly a dematerialized 

form in which to explore one's relationship with performing for the camera today would 

be a naïve and futile gesture, another navel gazing attempt at 'critical distance'.  But as 

Laura Mulvey points out in her essay, "Passing Time: Reflections on the Old and the 

New", cinema "has been profoundly affected by electronic and digital technologies, more 

so than it has been either by the coming of synchronized sound or by television."60  

Benjamin's revolutionary aspirations for cinema's potential to shock the observer into 

new perceptions which would then contribute to the process of progressive politics can 

now be revisited once again as the convergence of video and film translate 

their literal chronological relation into a more complex dialect.  The dialect 
between old and new produces innovative ways of thinking about the 
complex temporality of cinema and its significance for the present 
moment in history… If the cinema may now be turned back onto itself, 
into means of looking backwards at history, at the cultures of modernity, 
the new life offered to old cinema by new technologies paradoxically 
maintain its presence within this threshold period of transition and  
uncertainty.61 

This evolving dialectic between the old (film) and the new (video) presents the 

artist with a new proposition: how does one forge a "new, critical, or theoretical 

relationship between the celluloid cinema of the past and the new technologies of the 

present?"62  By examining cinema's relationship to narrative, and video's relationship to 

 
59  Janine Marchessault, "Amateur Video and the Challenge for Change," in Mirror Machine: 

Video and Identity, ed. Janine Marschessault, (Toronto: YYZ Books, 1995), 18. 
60  Laura Mulvey, "Passing Time: Reflections on the Old and the New", in Critical Cinema: 

Beyond the Theory of Practice, ed. Clive Meyer, (New York: Wallflower Press, 2011), 72. 
61  Ibid, 80. 
62  Ibid, 74. 
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documentation, the artist is able to reference cinema without submitting to its 

conventions and histories while engaging in the politics of self-representation via 

performance for the camera.    

There is also a third element to this dialectic that is perhaps the most volatile, 

one that does not have much of a history to look back on, and that is the question of 

online distribution.  With the rise of internet culture, artists are able to freely distribute 

their work on platforms such as Youtube and Vimeo, and from there on the work is free 

to be emailed, shared, tweeted, blogged, tumblred, liked, favorited, and downloaded.  

This mode of sharing ones' work presents new potentials and new negotiations 

necessary in the siting of contemporary art, as the institution of art, which has been 

expanding its interdisciplinary breadth for the past fifty years, is forced to face the 

dematerialized space of the internet that calls into question traditional hierarchical 

structures between corporations, collectors, curators, granting councils, academies, and 

artists. 

The speed at which the viewer comes to understand the layers of meaning operating 

around still and moving images go beyond those who are formally educated in visual 

studies.  In fact, because we are a society mediated by images that are now primarily 

digitally distributed first and printed second, visual studies needs not to be so formal 

anymore.  As Youtube phenomenon anti-artist artist Hennessy Youngman so pointedly 

states, "But did I go to art school? That's a silly question. Why would I do that when 

everything anybody could ever want to find out about any type of art is on the 

Internet? I'd rather pay Comcast $60/month than some school 20k–30k a year."63  The 

internet is the articulated reality of what Homi Bhabha has theorized as the 'third space', 

where a geoculture, transculture, postcolonial culture, interculture, multiculture, and 

 
63  Although Youngman's answer to Brian Boucher's question "Did you go to art school?" tells us 

that he has not, his website bio states that he indeed does hold an MFA in Painting from the 
University of Philadelphia. Hennessy Youngman, interview by Brian Boucher, "Ali G with an 
MFA: Q+A with Hennessy Youngman", Art in America, last modified May 24, 2011, 
http://www.artinamericamagazine.com/news-opinion/conversations/2011-03-24/hennessey-
youngman-youtube. 
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world culture, an inbetween culture64 is continually being reshaped through visual 

means.  In a geological sense, the 'third space' occupies the position of the upper-

mantle, as it embodies the trickle-down-trickle-up of what lies beneath the surface.  In 

terms of visual culture, it is the space of video in which self-representation is explored 

through and as experiment, embodiment, and performance. 

Journalist Stefan Jonsson has already postulated the 'fourth tendency' of art by 

using the international Documenta exhibition as an example, where once every five 

years, the three poles of contemporary cultural life (global mass culture, the elite's 

culture of cultural events, and miscellaneous, more or less nationalistic cultural projects) 

intersect to deal with its inherent conflict and power relationships via the production of 

culture.65  Jonsson calls this fourth tendency a public sphere of inbetween-ness, a place 

where the contradictions and potentialities of globalization, and debates around its 

inclusivity and exclusivity occur through the mediated participation of its selected 

intellectuals, writers, artists and institutions, all of whom "operate in the interface 

between 'domestic' and 'foreign' and strive to express and give form to 'the political', that 

is to say, the very preconditions for and limits to participation in contemporary public 

spheres of politics and culture."66  Because of its very existence within the present state 

of the socio-economic-political situation of late-'end-times'-capitalism, Jonsson's praise 

of Documenta is one of being a striking manifestation of a fourth tendency, unrealizable 

as a fourth space.  One might wonder how a fourth space is theoretically possible as its 

impossibility is in line with Bhabha's search for a "dialectic without transcendence."67 

Defining the fourth space would be like breaking the fourth wall – once one is 

reflexively aware of that framing, one can push up closer against it, but not past it.  In 

trying to dialectically transcend those limitations, we are confronted still with the 

limitation and can only circle once again to represent that knowledge, in an increasingly 

 
64  Jonsson, 179. 
65  Ibid, 176. 
66  Ibid, 178 
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navel-gazing process of criticality; it is another way through which we approach the Real, 

but recoil at the moment of encounter.  We might be able to call the fourth tendency a 

site of breakdown, where the most provocative and seemingly 'outside' forms of culture – 

clusterfuck aesthetics – become subsumed back into the third space.   

W.T.J. Mitchell says in an interview with Bhabha that he sees art-as-culture 

standing  

over against other forms of culture as an institution of values, high-priced 
objects, refined reception an appreciation, scholarly histories.  The notion 
of art as something distinct from culture in general – of art as an elite 
practice and pleasure…. No matter how many revolutions in the relation 
of art and culture have taken place in the name of postmodernism, the 
fact remains that the advertisements in the pages surrounding this 
interview will not be for cigarettes or television shows but, mainly, for 
galleries and other places where very special sorts of cultural objects are 
gathered.  This may sound terribly retrograde, but the idea that art objects 
are valuable, and that this has something to do with a community 
consensus about their value, doesn't particularly bother me…. There are 
plenty of places where I see capitalism running amok, if I were given a 
free hand to uproot the art market and replace it with something else, I 
don't know that I'd want it to do anything much different.68 

Mitchell's value of art in a capitalist system run amok echoes Foster's doubt 

whether any "artist, critic, theorist, or historian can ever escape value judgements."69  Art 

and the theory behind art arise out of the black holes "that none of the categories that 

have been stabilized as foundational to it can address….[With] it comes the struggle, the 

 

 

67  Mitchell, 80. 
68  Ibid, 84. 
69  Foster, 226. 
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anxiety, with [Benjamin's avenging] angel [of history] within [us].  It's not an art of 

equanimity."70  

The bracketed 'post-structural' aside from Chapter 471 is the transcription of spoken text 

from a pseudo-instructional/educational series called 'Art Thoughtz', by Hennessy 

Youngman, self distributed on Vimeo.  This host is clearly somewhat educated in art-

history, as his oeuvre contains titles like: Post-Structuralism: what the fuck is that? The 

Female Gaze; Poetic Waxin'; Bruce Nauman; and How to be a Successful Artist, in 

which he performs the contradiction of a 'good'72 artist – critical of the institutional 

framework, yet participating in parallax with the discourses.  By adopting the language of 

the colonizer (for Youngman, the colonizer being the white-dominated art-world market), 

he makes scalpel sharp observations on his subject position within that system, like: 

I'm normally pretty angry and feel overwhelmed by my disenfranchise-
ment from the vast amount of capital that flows through the art market. 
And since I’m on the critical end of things in the art world I’ll never have 
any chance of seeing that money. Like you as an arts writer, you gotta 
feel the same way, dedicating yourself to elevating the critical under-
standing of art, but getting paid crap and busting ass to make ends meet. 

 
70  Mitchell, 84. 
71  Footnote of a quoted aside from an earlier section that reads: "You'd be like, 'I wish we could 

go back to the "good ol' days".  And Post-Structuralism is like, 'Um…which "good ol' days" do 
you mean?  Um, the "good ol' days" when people owned slaves?  Or maybe it was the "good 
ol' days" where, um, niggas were free, but they couldn't vote.  Or maybe it was the "good ol' 
days" when children worked in factories, or maybe you mean the "good ol' days" where, um, 
the only people who were literate were priests.  Um, or, um, maybe you mean the, um, "good 
ol' days" when people lived under the constant fear of nuclear annihilation, and people 
thought that smoking cigarettes, um, wouldn't harm unborn babies in women's wombs.  Post-
Structuralism really gotta know which "good ol' days" you talkin' about."  See: Hennessy 
Youngman, "Art Thoughtz: Poststructuralism," accessed Nov 30, 2011, 
http://vimeo.com/17431354. 

72  By 'good artist' I mean (in a Bhabhaian sense), an artist (the colonized) that is able to 
address the probelmatics of the institutions that govern art production and consumption (the 
colonizer), while sitting dangerously close to the point (the third space approaching the fourth 
site of breakdown) of complete rejection of art as a whole and therefore being exiled and 
ignored by the very institutions that welcome a healthy critical jab.  Youngman also risks a 
complete misreading by those watching his videos without an understanding of the ironic 
treatment of the histories being deployed by his language. 
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Meanwhile Rachel Harrison can fart in a jar and make Scrooge McDuck 
scrilla. (That means money.)73  

In Post-Structuralism, what the fuck is that? Youngman uses his political identity as a 

black urban American male to mine some elements of deconstruction for others like him 

(he addresses the viewer as 'nigga' on more than one occasion), while wearing a 

ridiculous, ironic Spider-Man oversized baseball cap.  By bringing theory into the realm 

of gangsta-hipster culture, and by de-authenticizing his own subjectivity – what credible 

urban black man would be caught on the internet lecturing on post-structuralism of all 

subjects wearing such an infantile baseball cap?  In his videos, Youngman has created 

this contradictory zone of inclusivity/exclusivity that is both powerful and powerless in its 

address to everyone.  What's up, internetz?74 

And the internetz responded.  On his tumblr, titled, "Nigga Purview", described as 

a tumblr of "shit out there and sometimes my twitter isn't enough to capture a nigga's 

grandiloquence," one is able to watch documentation of an Art Thoughtz: To Catch a 

Millenial talk he gave at MoCA Chicago in 2011.  In all of his grandiloquence, Hennessy 

Youngman has become the latest rebel anti-artist, championed by those inside and 

outside the art world because he has mastered the doublespeak of an authentic 

oppressed voice of a marginalized outsider, and the ironic 'white voice' of the arts 

professional, one educated in critical distance.  In a very astute response to a NY Times 

article titled, "Did Youtube kill performance art?" he adopts his "white voice"75 to say, 

Viewing performance art via a screen cannot in anyway replicate the 
sensation of a body in Place, whether navigating said place, or bearing 
witness to an action in space, but I don’t think performance for the 

 
73  Boucher, Art in America. 
74  "What up, internetz?" is one of Youngman's trademark sound-bites in his Art Thoughtz web-

series. 
75  Youngman writes himself on the tumblr post where he links to the article, as "talking with his 

white voice." See: Hennessy Youngman, "Did Youtube Kill Performance Art?," in Nigga 
Purview, last modified August 20, 2011, accessed July 8, 2012, http://hennessy 
youngman.tumblr.com/post/9154485422/did-youtube-kill-performance-art. 
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internet is seeking to supplant those unique aspects of Live Performance 
Art™. It’s more about creating an audience with your own agency, not 
through venue, or institution that deems a performance “important”, but 
rather taking the compromised space, that “mediated” digital space and 
converting it to serve your own purpose.… The anonymous viewer is still 
a person and they can’t be discounted just because they’re not drinking 
wine from a plastic cup while watching someone gesticulate, suffer, or 
provocate in front of them in person.76 

The mediated and compromised digital space that Youngman speaks of has all 

the fluidity necessary to disseminate and share culture against the systems of control 

that regulate the economics of culture.  In recent history, bills like SOPA and PIPA were 

broadly supported by organizations that relied heavily on the copyright, including the 

Motion Picture Association of America, the Record Industry Association of America, 

Macmillian US, Viacom, and various other companies and unions in the cable, movie, 

and music industries.77  Obviously implicit within those acts is censorship in an 

increasingly totalitarian regime, desirous of the power to monopolize the distribution of 

culture.  The 'Internet blacklist' bills were rejected, after petitions and letters supported 

by many well-respected made their way to Washington (as Jon Stewart put it, "SOPA will 

break the internet!"78), not on the account of there existing a binary of right/wrong, 

freedom/oppression, but on the dialectical basis of co-dependency, that "these bills 

would allow entire websites to be blocked without due process, causing collateral 

damage to the legitimate users of the same services – artists and creators…would be 

censored as a result."79  The opposition of 'artists and creators' was made up of 

musicians, actors, TV personalities, filmmakers, authors, but how do visual artists 

position themselves within this dispute between culture and economy?  Do artists regard 

 
76  Ibid. 
77  Stop Online Piracy Act, Wikipedia, accessed July 3, 2012, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stop_ 

Online_Piracy_Act. 
78  Scott Steinberg, "The SOPA and PIPA War: An Analysis," Rolling Stone, last modified Jan 

20, 2012, accessed June 30, 2012, http://www.rollingstone.com/culture/blogs/gear-up/the-
sopa-and-pipa-war-an-analysis-20120120. 

79  An Open Letter to Washington from Artists and Creators, last modifed Jan 17, 2012, 
accessed, June 30, 2012, http://www.stopthewall.us/artists. 
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themselves, as Mitchell puts it, as authors of "something distinct from cultural in 

general," making for the 'pure' contemplative space of the white galleries "special sorts 

of cultural objects"?  That 'specialness' again comes back to the question of value 

judgement, bringing forth a set of rules in line with the very systems of oppression art 

aims to critique.  'Genius' has become a taboo term associated with failed romantic, 

modernist ideals of an individual creating works of profound beauty independent of his or 

her (mostly 'his') social, political, and economic background, but 'specialness' of artists 

and the art world are seen as a refuge from those circumstances of oppression.  The 

American Dream is alive, only now it is a dream of escape and of alterity against the 

reality of America.  By shifting the paradigms of 'genius', 'originality', and 'authenticity' 

over to 'specialness', 'collage', and 'appropriation', artists have maintained a certain 

autonomy in how they are able to sit beside, abseits, the other forms of culture that 

inform artistic production.     

Appropriation was indoctrinated into the discourse of postmodernism as a 

deconstuctive strategy geared to critique the modernist ideals of authorship and 

authenticity in an age of simulacra and floating signifiers.  The Copyright Act of 1976 

"had an all-encompassing definition, 'original works of authorship fixed in any tangible 

medium of expression"80; vague enough to skirt around defining 'copyright' qualitatively 

in favor of the more malleable term of 'originality.'  As long as the work, however 

derivative, is 'recast, transformed, or adapted from the original,' as long as the artist kept 

a reasonable critical distance, then lawsuits could be kept at a reasonable distance as 

well.  And while 1976 Act seemingly acted for artists' rights in the crisis of 

postmodernism, it was only a foil for copyright's actual purpose: to provide "the means 

for an expanding intellectual property market in a post-industrial economy."81  Artists like 

Richard Prince and Sherrie Levine (who is best known for her appropriated photographs 

by Walker Evans) invite an initial poststructuralist 'death of the author' reading, but in 

hindsight, read through the lens of copyrighting, the works circle back to the very 

 
80  Nate Harrison, Art & Education. 
81  Ibid. 
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framework it was critiquing.  Again, the question of distance is contradictorily at play, not 

only in quantity but of quality: how can critical distance be enough when perhaps the 

only reason Prince was not sued by Malboro was because of the corporation's desire to 

associate itself with the cultural elite as a branding strategy.   

In contemporary art, appropriation and self-ethnography is often ironized through the 

recycling process that popular culture has also come to adopt, in the remix, the mash-

up, the montage-collage.  It is beside the point to ask who made the first mash-up, as 

Youtube itself is formally structured like a mash-up through its 'related videos' and 

'playlists' options.  Youtube collages of "Nic Cage Losing his Shit" and "Shit Girls Say" 

(and its consequent spin-offs of "Shit White Girls say to Black Girls" and "Shit Asian 

Dads Say") might be labeled as neoconservative perpetuations of mindless 

entertainment and gender/cultural stereotypes, indicative of "the struggle over the reins 

of meaning-making, as new generations of technologically savvy producers enter the 

domain of cut/paste culture (or what might be called now a wide-spread "aesthetics 

deregulation.)"82 

'Aesthetic deregulation' in an online, dematerialized world of durational visual culture can 

be seen in both content and form, where narratives grow increasingly uncanny as the 

same stories are being told ad infinitum – only edited quicker, harder, and faster as a 

means to shock and surprise the viewer in how quick and impatient one is to digest 

information, and where the quality of the viewing depends on a number of variables: the 

speed of ones' internet connection, the size of the gadget screen (laptop, desktop, 

projection, smart phone, etc.), and the codecs and compression rates of the video itself. 

This deregulated medium in an dematerial space fits into Jameson's narrative of 

postmodernity, as one doomed to be ruled by faceless masters who "continue to inflect 

the economic strategies which constrain our existences, but no longer need to impose 

their speech...[while] the postliteracy of the late capitalist world reflect not only the 

 
82  Ibid. 
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absence of any great collective language"83 rooted in history, but also the neutralization 

of visual language.  Today's amnesiac ahistorical society of the spectacle is made up of 

a vast network of interdependent currents of economic, social, political, familial, sexual, 

legal, environmental, technical, psychological, and personal relationships, all existing 

beside and connected to one another in which we exist, "increasingly incapable of 

fashioning representations of our own current experience."84 

This brings us back to the question of the role and responsibility of the artist.  How is one 

to fashion representations of our own current experience responsibly?  How can one 

make artwork politically relevant without falling to the modernist traps of dogmatism, 

without taking sides in a winner-loses logic, in the absurd, postmodern theatre of 

politics? 85 There exist no systematic answers, but I would now like to turn to several 

relevant examples of contemporary artists (and anti-artists) working in video who 

manage to navigate the murky terrain of critical distance generatively, by skillfully 

deploying techniques that are in parallax diachronically within the past, present, and 

anticipated future, synchronically within the scope of commodified availability of 

everything, and interspatially within different sites of cultural consumption. 

 
83  Jameson, Postmodernism, or The Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism, 65. 
84  Ibid, 68. 
85  Curtis, "The Years of Stagnation and The Poodles of Power."  
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Appendix B.  
 
Gallery Installation Photos of Murky Colors 
Below are installation shots of "Murky Colors" as a part of 3/3: MFA Graduating Exhibit at the 
Audain Gallery, which ran from September 6th - September 15, 2012.  "Murky Colors" was also 
screened in the Djavad Mowafaghian Theater at SFU Woodwards Goldcorp Centre for the Arts 
on Friday September 7, 2012. 

The work is also available online at: https://vimeo.com/49137731. 

  

Figure B.1.  Murky Colors - installation view, in 3/3: MFA Graduating Exhibition, 
Audain Gallery, 2012. 
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Figure B.2. Murky Colors - installation view, in 3/3: MFA Graduating Exhibition, 
Audain Gallery, 2012. 
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Figure B.3. Murky Colors - installation view, in 3/3: MFA Graduating Exhibition, 
Audain Gallery, 2012. 
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Figure B.4. Passage 1: Maneuvers, in 3/3: MFA Graduating Exhibition, 
Audain Gallery, 2012. 
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Figure B.5. Passage 2: Juicy Peach, in 3/3: MFA Graduating Exhibition, Audain 
Gallery, 2012. 
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Figure B.6. Passage 3: Steak Dinner, in 3/3: MFA Graduating Exhibition, Audain 
Gallery, 2012. 
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Appendix C.  
 
DVD: Murky Colors 

Creator: 
Casey Wei 

Description: 
"Murky Colors" is an expansive 47 minute, multi-narrative video derived from the artist's 
father, Menjin Wei's suspense-spy novel of the same name. Collaged together 
documentary and appropriative strategies explore the personal and political processes at 
work in adapting Menjin's made-for-Hollywood story. 




